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Executive Summary
In response to language set forth in The Energy Act of 2020, the U.S. Department of Energy’s
(DOE’s) Wind Energy Technologies Office (WETO), working with the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL), explored the potential for, and technical viability of, airborne wind energy
(AWE) technologies, which convert wind energy into electricity using tethered flying devices. As
part of its inquiry, WETO drew on findings and insights gained from a synthesis of existing
literature, NREL internal analysis, and outreach through interviews of AWE industry leaders.
Supported by WETO, NREL hosted a technical workshop on U.S. Airborne Wind Energy in March
2021, attended by more than 100 experts and interested parties.
Based on these activities, WETO completed an assessment of the potential for, and technical
viability of, airborne wind energy systems as means to provide a significant source of energy in
the United States. Its conclusions are summarized below:
•

The technical resource potential 1 of wind energy available to AWE systems is uncertain,
but likely similar in magnitude to that available to traditional wind energy systems. The
extent to which AWE represents an additional wind energy resource is not clear, and it
will depend on the energy harvesting characteristics of commercial designs. Even if
there is no additionality, the resource (along with that of traditional wind energy)
remains significant compared to national electricity use.

•

If AWE could be captured economically, it could provide a significant source of energy.
In general, however, AWE remains an immature and unproven technology that requires
significant further development before it could be deployed at meaningful scales at the
national level.

•

AWE technologies are fundamentally new. They are different from traditional wind
turbines in their design, manufacture, supply chain, logistics, installation, operations,
and maintenance. Challenges and opportunities arise from these differences and are not
within the scope of traditional wind energy research and development (R&D).

•

AWE system designs to date are diverse and largely experimental. There is little
convergence, so far, as to a preferred technology or approach, and no megawatt-scale
AWE systems have been commercially deployed. Several AWE designs under
development show promise. The overall design space has not yet been fully explored.

•

Like high-performance aircraft, AWE systems can be technically complex and must
sustain flight through demanding atmospheric conditions. However, AWE systems also
must operate autonomously and are tethered to the ground, presenting additional
challenges.

Technical resource potential represents the upper bound of achievable capacity and energy production given
social, environmental, and regulatory spatial considerations combined with technology performance and density
assumptions. When technology performance is uncertain, as with AWE, so is technical resource potential.

1
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•

Federal programs have intermittently supported U.S. AWE R&D in the past (~$13M since
2009). However, AWE is actively supported by research programs in the European Union
(EU) (~$58M since 2008), where most AWE advancements occur.

With these factors in mind, the report’s authors identified research, development,
demonstration, and commercialization (RDD&C) activities needed to advance and validate the
technical and economic viability of airborne wind energy systems. These plans span a notional
10-year period and, if pursued, could occur within a phased-gate approach that communicates
expectations for progress at each stage-gate, before commencing the next stage of investment.
A conceptual RDD&C plan could include the following elements and activities:
•

Characterize the quantity, quality, and complementary nature of the wind resource
above traditional wind turbines, higher than 200 meters (m).

•

Carry out national and regional cost and feasibility studies to evaluate key cost drivers,
market potential (including offshore), and economic benefits of AWE technology.

•

Broaden and deepen the physical understanding of various AWE concepts through
modeling and simulation with a focus on power density, robust controls, and scaling
potential.

•

Establish test facilities and research capacities to enable AWE system developers to
prove system and sub-system reliability and performance, and study grid/micro-grid
integration.

•

Encourage industry R&D, including with cooperative research and development
agreements or other mechanisms that enable access to research and engineering talent
at the National Laboratories.

•

Participate in standards-setting organizations and contribute to the establishment of
international standards for AWE design, testing, and certification.

•

Assess the social acceptance and environmental implications of AWE technology.
Explore and, to the extent possible, quantify the environmental and human impacts of
AWE.

•

Attract and develop a pool of talent for the AWE industry through research fellowships,
centers of excellence, prize competitions, and other training mechanisms.

•

Explore options for cost-effective policies and technical assistance mechanisms for the
development and commercialization of AWE technology.

The above elements and activities are integral parts of a whole concept. All are important, but
their relative priority and timing over a 10-year period would be determined by the desired
commercial timeline, availability of funding from various sources, and the targeted AWE
market.
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I.

Legislative Language

This report is submitted pursuant to subsection 3003(b)(2)(G) of Division Z of Public Law 116260, also known as the Energy Act of 2020, which states:
… "(i) IN GENERAL. — Not later than 180 days after the date of the enactment of this Act,
the Secretary shall submit to the Committee on Science, Space, and Technology of the
House of Representatives and the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources of the
Senate a report on the potential for, and technical viability of, airborne wind energy
systems to provide a significant source of energy in the United States.
(ii) CONTENTS. — The report under paragraph (1) shall include a summary of research,
development, demonstration, and commercialization needs, including an estimate of
Federal funding requirements, to further examine and validate the technical and
economic viability of airborne wind energy concepts over the 10-year period beginning on
the date of the enactment of this Act.”

II.

Purpose and Method

Using kites as an alternative to horizontal axis wind turbines was studied in 1980 by Miles Loyd,
a researcher at DOE’s Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. His seminal paper on the topic
quantified the potential benefits and framed research questions about what we now call
airborne wind energy [1]. Despite this innovative effort, sensor technology and control methods
were insufficient at the time to enable commercial development. The technology associated
with “traditional” horizontal axis wind turbines would go on to receive the bulk of Federal wind
research funding for the next 40 years.
Airborne wind energy (AWE) “is the conversion of wind energy into electricity using tethered
flying devices” [2]. AWE and airborne wind energy systems (AWES) have been developed in
earnest by a global community of advocates, researchers, and businesses since the early 2000s.
As directed by the Energy Act of 2020, this report outlines the potential for, and technical
viability of, airborne wind energy systems to provide a significant source of energy in the United
States going forward. Further, it lays out the research and development (R&D) that this nascent
industry would need to demonstrate its viability over the next decade. This report does not
explore tethered multipurpose platforms concepts whose main purpose is telecommunication
or observation rather than electricity production (e.g., Toyota’s “Mothership” [3] or blimp-like
concepts from Omnidea [4], Altaeros [5]). Few developers express interest in accessing the
wind resource higher than one kilometer (1km), so those concepts are not analyzed in detail.
Section III provides an overview of AWE technology, including potential benefits and challenges,
the impacts of primary design choices, historical context including sources of support to date,
and an overview of global market leaders. Section IV dives deeper into several recent reports
that summarize: (1) the European Union’s market outlook for AWE; (2) the proceedings of a
recent technical experts meeting of the International Energy Agency (IEA) regarding AWE; and
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(3) the U.S. Airborne Wind Energy workshop, sponsored by DOE and hosted by NREL in March
2021 to elicit input from U.S. stakeholders. Informed by literature reviews, technology
developer interviews, the U.S. AWE workshop [6], and NREL analysis [7], Section V discusses the
challenges and opportunities facing the U.S. AWE market, in terms of the potential resources
and technology viability, research, development, demonstration (RD&D) needs, and barriers to
commercialization. The report concludes with Section VI, which discusses the role of future
research in achieving the potential of airborne wind energy.

III. Airborne Wind Energy Technology
Many resources cover the basics of AWE technology [2] [8] [9], and this section will summarize
them, with a focus on the benefits and challenges of AWES, the primary design choices that
designers must make, some historical context, and an overview of the global market. One thing
that is clear is that AWE is an entirely different technology than “traditional” wind. One possible
analogy is the difference between traditional hydropower and marine hydrokinetic systems;
both harvest the power of moving water, but the former is well established, whereas the latter
is a new technology where a large ecosystem of companies is exploring a range of innovative
approaches. Table 1 highlights the dramatic differences between traditional wind energy and
AWE providing high-level context for the subsequent discussion of the relative benefits and
challenges of airborne wind.
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Table 1. Fundamental differences between traditional and airborne wind energy
Traditional Wind
Concept

Airborne Wind

Spinning rotor comprised of composite blades, a tower Self-supported airborne system tethered to a ground
mounted nacelle & drivetrain
station, with an airborne or ground mounted drivetrain

Response to a
Failure

Rotor blades pitch to stop rotation and the turbine
waits for remote diagnostics or on-site technician

Airborne system must land safely and autonomously,
while avoiding personnel/property

Installation /
Maintenance

Crane lift and elevated assembly of major components.
Inspection and maintenance also performed at height
(80+ meters)

All installation and maintenance performed
near ground level

Market
Convergence

Upwind, 3-bladed configuration dominates, developed Dozens of configurations, little market convergence,
over 40+ years with trusted international standards and no international design standards or requirements

Operating
Altitude

Typically below 250 meters
Constant altitude

Typically 200–800 meters
Variable altitude

Operational
Strategy

Annual OpEx ≈ 2–3% of CapEx
Designed for 25+ year operational life

Annual OpEx ≈ 3–20% of CapEx
Major components may be replaced or upgraded often

Support
Structure

Tower and foundation must resist significant
overturning moments

Minimal overturning moments, tether tension is
dominant load on foundation

Overland
Blades and towers are currently size constrained by the
Transportation
limits of highway and rail transportation

Kites may disassemble or compress for easier
transportation. Larger rigid wings may become
transportation size constrained in the future

Unit Capacity

0–6 MW Onshore
6–15+ MW Offshore

0–2 MW Onshore (notional)
2–5 MW Offshore (notional)

Wind Farm
Integration

2D placement (Lattitude, Longitude)

3D placement (Lattitude, Longitude, Altitude)
Location depends on wind direction and speed

Benefits and Challenges

Wind energy is already an affordable and significant contributor to U.S. electricity; it provided
8.4 percent of electricity production in 2020 [10], is now the largest U.S. source of renewable
energy [11], and accounted for 47.4 percent of new electricity capacity commissioned in the
United States in 2020 [12, p. 5]. There are challenges, however, to the continued deployment of
traditional wind technology. In the next decade, with significant growth, many of the best wind
resources on land will be developed, and the trend toward larger rotors and taller towers have
made transportation logistics challenging. Airborne wind technology replaces the support
structure with a lightweight tether, reducing mass by around 90 percent [13], which may lead
to lower lifecycle emissions and lower visual footprint. The tether allows airborne wind to
harvest wind at higher altitudes, which can be stronger and more consistent, and to adjust its
flight path to (1) find the optimal height for power production, (2) control its influence on
neighboring airborne devices, and (3) mitigate airspace use conflicts or viewshed concerns –
including landing if needed. Airborne wind can be deployed or re-deployed quickly and lowered
to the ground for maintenance, potentially opening new markets and improving technician
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safety. The lower mass inputs, easier logistics, and potentially higher capacity factor (fraction of
time that the system produces the rated amount of power) may lead to a reduced cost of
energy compared to traditional wind technology in certain regions or markets.
The International Renewable Energy Agency released an innovation report for offshore wind in
2016 [14, pp. 88-90], which called AWE a potential “game changer,” and ranked the technology
third most important, below next-generation offshore turbines and floating foundations, in
which DOE’s Wind Energy Technologies Office (WETO) is investing heavily. The projected
commercialization timeline for airborne wind is vague, as seen in Figure 1, spanning nearly a
decade from 2024 to 2033.

Despite its promise, AWE technology is still relatively immature and much remains to be done.
The potential for reduced levelized cost of energy (LCOE) has not been validated given that the
first commercial units are planned for deployment by SkySails Power in 2021 [6]. Reliability and
availability of an AWES over many weeks, months, or years has not been demonstrated.
Further, if any failure occurs, the device cannot stop mid-air and wait for help; it must be failsafe, returning safely to ground and avoiding any personnel or property nearby. Robust,
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automatic launch and recovery and adequate protection against extreme weather (e.g., high
winds, gusts, or lightning) must be developed for utility-scale deployment. There are regulatory
and siting concerns related to noise, wildlife impacts, radar mitigation, airspace use, and grid
compliance, which will need to be studied and addressed with the appropriate stakeholders.
AWES must be more than simply cost-competitive; if the energy harvesting characteristics of
mature AWES are not differentiated from traditional wind turbines in some way, the sector may
not achieve significant market penetration [15]. None of these challenges are viewed as
insurmountable, but they must be addressed for successful application of the technology. In
many cases, the challenges are unique to AWE and would not otherwise be addressed by
traditional wind R&D. Overcoming these challenges will require sustained and coordinated R&D
but may allow airborne wind to have an impact at scale.
Discussing the benefits and challenges of a technology often implies a particular embodiment
of that technology. As the next section highlights, AWE is an incredibly diverse field of
technologies with each having their own strengths and weaknesses. Since the sector is still
rapidly evolving, this report attempts to be as inclusive as possible, cognizant that a
combination of AWES architectures or an entirely new architecture may emerge that enhances
a benefit or mitigates a challenge attributed to airborne wind.

Design Choices

Figure 2 illustrates a few AWES under development to provide a sense for the variety of AWE
architectures, but no claim is made or implied regarding the performance or feasibility of these
concepts. Each architecture is distinguished by key design choices.

Figure 2. Examples of variety in AWES architectures from Schmehl 2021 [16]
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Generator placement. The first design choice is where to place the electrical generation
equipment. If placed onboard (called fly-gen), the airborne device generates power
continuously but must transmit the electricity to the ground over the tether connecting the
airborne device to the ground. If the generator remains on the ground (called ground-gen), the
airborne device can be simpler and lighter, but many designs only generate electricity in one
phase of flight—called “reel out,” as a tether is spooled from a drum—and consume energy
during “reel in.” Ground-gen devices can have a stationary or moving generator, though the
former is more commonly proposed.
Wing structure. Second, the structure of the airborne device can be either rigid like most
aircraft or soft and compliant like a parafoil kite. Rigid wings can have higher performance and
durability but may be heavier. Soft wings sacrifice performance and may have to be regularly
replaced due to wear on the fabric, but are lighter and fly slower, and thus are more likely to
survive a crash and cause less damage. Soft wings may also inflate for strength or compress for
easier transportation. Hybrid concepts like intentionally flexible, jointed, or tailored composite
designs are also emerging.
Flight operation. The third key design choice is the method of flight operation. The device will
(1) fly crosswind like a traditional wind turbine blade, leading to highest relative wind speed and
efficiency but challenging to control, or (2) be relatively stationary, generating power through
sub-component motion, autorotation, or by transmitting torque to the ground station (see
“Windswept” concept above).
Takeoff and landing. Fourth, how will the device become airborne? One could launch and land
horizontally like a traditional aircraft, vertically like a helicopter or drone, use a combination of
the two, or use a pilot kite or auxiliary system to loft the system.
There are at least 24 potential configurations, shown in Figure 3 that combine the above four
design choices, and because of the potential for hybrid approaches this represents a subset of
the complete design space. It is not clear which of these concepts (or yet another) will emerge
as dominant, and it is likely that multiple designs will survive to some extent, each best for a
specific market.
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Figure 3. Some of the many possible AWES architectures and illustrative companies

Historical Context

Kites have been essential tools for more than two hundred years, used for surveillance,
communications, measurement platforms, and airframe testing prior to flight [17]. Hermann
Honnef (writing in 1939, translated in 1974) dreamed of high-altitude wind power [18], and key
innovations in kite technologies occurred in the second half of the 20th century, like the Rogallo
ParaWing [19] once considered for returning Gemini space capsules to Earth, and “Flexifoil”
[20], the predecessor of the modern power or traction kite used in soft kite AWES today.
Several key publications on airborne wind date to the late 1970s and early 1980s including
Hermann Oberth [21], Bryan Roberts [22], and Miles Loyd [1]. However, the field began to
accelerate in 2001 with the work of Wubbo Ockels, a Dutch physicist and European astronaut.
At Delft University of Technology in 2001, Ockels published a paper on the “Laddermill,” a
ground-gen concept to harvest energy from high altitudes up to 10 km [23]. His research group
at Delft then proposed a pumping mill design that is the predecessor of many ground-gen
concepts [24] and began to consider concepts that fly lower in the atmosphere [25]. Ockels’
research led to two spinoff companies and to a growing global network of AWE researchers,
enthusiasts, and entrepreneurs that now encompasses more than 60 organizations [2]. The U.S.
community, shown graphically in Figure 4, has fewer players than Europe.
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Figure 4. U.S. organizations with demonstrated interest in airborne wind energy, from NREL
2021 [7]
From 2009 to 2012, the airborne wind community gathered for annual international
conferences, beginning in 2009 in Chico, California, and alternating between locations in the
United States and Europe. Starting in 2013, the conference was held biennially in various
locations around Europe. More than 220 delegates from 21 countries attended the 2019
conference [26].

Commercial Status and Funding

Globally, the AWE market has many players, with heavy weighting toward Europe where public
sector support is historically stronger. Most proposed AWES are at or below a technology
readiness level (TRL) 2 of 6 [27], where TRL 6 implies a large prototype, flown in a relevant
environment, capable of performing all the functions that the operational system will require.
Only one company globally has shipped a commercial product as of publication (SkySails), but
all expect to do so within 1–5 years. The entry market for nearly every company is for
distributed, remote, or microgrid applications. Most companies have plans to scale up to larger
products by 2030. In Europe, the EU and national/regional organizations have awarded AWE
grants of approximately €49M ($58M) since 2008 [28], and the technology is expected to need

Technical Readiness Level is a measure of the maturity of a technology, rated on a scale of 1–9, where 9 is the
most mature.

2
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continued RD&D assistance and substantial market support to reach commercialization by
2025. In the United States, Federal entities have supported the development of AWE
technology with approximately $13M direct investment since 2009, through one ARPA-E OPEN
award [29], multiple SBIR awards from DOD, USDA, and NSF [30], and NSF funding to
universities [31]. There has also been $11.9M of investment in kite-like devices for underwater
energy harvesting, both to support long-duration autonomous missions (Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency [32]) and terrestrial use (ARPA-E SHARKS program [33] and DOE’s
Water Power Technologies Office [34]). On an annual basis, European funding for AWE has
been approximately four times higher than in the United States between 2010 and 2020. Aside
from public funds, some developers can raise capital from outside investors—more than $200M
according to Bloomberg as of 2019 [35].

IV.

Review of State of the Art

The review in this section summarizes three efforts at assessing the state of the AWE market:
(1) An EU-commissioned report on the challenges of commercializing AWE in Europe [36], (2) a
recent expert meeting that aimed to formalize international collaboration on AWE [37], and (3)
a U.S.-centric airborne wind workshop [6] held in support of the present report. These
resources address one or more aspects of the Congressional request and are consistent in their
conclusions and recommendations, lending emphasis to the recommendations that will follow
in Section V.

2018 European Union-Commissioned Report
Purpose and Method

In 2018, the European Commission Directorate-General for Research and Innovation
commissioned a report on the current state of AWE in Europe to guide the best use of public
funding for further technology development [36]. Comparable to the present report, the EU
authors were also tasked with the question of whether AWES are expected to contribute
significantly to the European energy system. In addition to desk research, the authors used a
variety of methods including scoping interviews, stakeholder engagement of 38 stakeholders
through semi-structured interviews, focus groups on select themes, and a validation workshop.

Key Conclusions

The EU study concluded that AWE technology is still immature, and it is not clear whether the
technology has the potential to contribute significantly to the EU energy supply and
decarbonization targets. Specifically, the authors found that AWE’s potential impact on the
energy system was sensitive to the scale of the AWES being deployed. Small- to medium-scale
systems tend to target niche markets and will likely not have an impact on the EU energy
system. However, even if the AWES scale up successfully, challenges remain. For safety reasons,
a desire to deploy AWES away from populated areas implies that the market entry for landbased AWES will likely occur outside of population-dense Europe. If they are deployed in
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Europe, they may compete for space with conventional wind, limiting the complementarity of
the technology. Complementarity is an area that needs further research. Offshore, AWES will
face challenges due to the harsh environment and because their operating expenses are
expected to be a higher fraction of their total cost than traditional wind turbines. The authors
note that EU does have an industrial leadership position in this technology and may leverage
that as an export advantage, even if deployments are not substantial within Europe.
The report also lays out a detailed phased-gate approach that enables the public sector to
participate in risk-controlled AWE development (see Figure ES.3 for example in [36]). The EU
report includes several recommendations, quoted below followed by a paraphrased
explanation.
•

“Prove continuous operations: define, achieve, and prove reliability targets.”
Focus on setting and achieving reliability targets and enabling developers to
share the evidence. AWES field data will be necessary to address many nontechnological barriers – like wildlife impacts, investor confidence, and
regulatory approval.

•

“Substantiate the AWES case: deepen insight in resource potential and
resource complementarity.” Collaborate with the AWE sector to better
characterize the wind resource from 100-meter (m) to 1000-m altitude through
publicly funded measurement and analysis. Confirm resource potential and
complementarity before funding full-scale demonstrations.

•

“Anchor learning: build on previous experiences and improve fundamental
understanding.” Prototype and company failures are to be expected when
developing new technology. Public funding should strive to help the sector
learn from these failures, anchoring industry progress and preventing repeated
missteps. Because of intellectual property concerns, consider promoting
informal exchange mechanisms like R&D consortia and test sites.

•

“Create a hub: concentrate testing activities in one geographic location.” A
test site is a good informal exchange mechanism. The public sector should
explore the development of a European test site for AWES. Consult with the
sector to determine test site requirements and apply incentives (24/7
operation approval, lower testing fees, wind resource data, grid connectivity,
etc.)

•

“Utilize technology crossovers: invest in enabling technologies.” AWES
developments have benefitted from enabling technologies like automation,
composite materials, and drone technology. Investments in these sectors will
provide a return regardless of AWES success or failure. AWES developers
should highlight areas where enabling technology needs improvement for
AWES applications.
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•

“Build mutual trust: set realistic expectations and offer a conditional outlook
of stable support.” Communication of development timelines and milestones
from developers to the public sector helps build the rationale for public
funding. This can also help the public sector provide a stable funding outlook,
with clear expectations of what kinds of support are available when
performance metrics are achieved. Collaboration on common challenges can
help accelerate AWE technology development.

Many of the report’s findings could easily refer to and be applicable to the U.S. market. U.S.specific traits to consider, for perspective, are the delay of offshore wind deployment relative
to Europe, the lack of wind energy penetration in the southeast United States, the generally
lower population density, and differences in the airspace regulatory environment. One
substantial difference is that the United States does not hold an industrial or technological
leadership position in AWES, and therefore is not likely to benefit from export of this
technology.

2020 Airborne Wind Energy Topical Expert Meeting
International Energy Agency Wind: History and Purpose

The International Energy Agency (IEA), founded in 1974 to coordinate a unified response to oil
supply disruptions, runs a series of Technology Collaboration Programs (TCPs) to promote cooperation and leverage international R&D to accelerate energy technology development. The
United States participates in the Wind TCP and researchers at U.S. National Laboratories lead or
co-lead several projects, called Tasks, on the topics of systems engineering, blade recycling,
wind farm control, and forecasting. The Wind TCP participants represent countries with more
than 85 percent of the installed wind capacity globally, so they represent a broad perspective
on the state and focus of industry [38]. In September 2020, IEA Wind Task 11 “Base Technology
Exchange” held a two-day topical expert meeting on Airborne Wind Energy. This section
summarizes the conclusions of the meeting attendees and the future work proposed through
the IEA. This summary draws from meeting presentations and proceedings [37] and the
proposed IEA Task for Airborne Wind Energy [39].

Topical Expert Meeting Highlights

A topical expert meeting (TEM) is a gathering of world experts to discuss the state of a
technology, whether a new IEA Wind Task would be helpful, and if so, what the potential scope
should be. The 2020 meeting reviewed for this present report was focused on the global
development and deployment of AWES. Dr. Roland Schmehl, Professor at TU Delft, summarized
what the group hoped to achieve in the long run:
“Based on its resource availability and material savings, make AWE the cheapest form of
energy. Based on its low environmental footprint, make AWE the most acceptable
form of energy. Combine AWE with other renewable energy technologies to
accelerate the transition to a 100% renewable energy system.”
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The group envisioned a timeline of 1–3 years to market entry for small-scale AWES (up to
several hundred kilowatts) into niche markets and 5–15 years to market entry for larger-scale
AWES (megawatt-range) that can have an impact on the energy system and achieve AWE’s full
potential [40].
A session on electrical system requirements noted that AWE electrical systems (generators,
power electronics) are challenging for ground-gen systems due to the extremes of operation—
slow, high torque, reeling-out and fast, low-torque reeling in. The unique oscillating power
generation profiles and the energy required to launch and recover fly-gen systems also pose
challenges.
Regarding workforce development, finding potential employees, policy makers, and other
stakeholders with awareness of AWE is rare. Recent Ph.D. networks like the Airborne Wind
Energy System Modelling, Control and Optimization program (AWESCO [41] EU Horizon 2020)
and the New Energy and mobility Outlook for the Netherlands (NEON [42] Dutch Research
Council) have contributed both to the research literature and supply of experienced engineers
for AWE companies. Specialized programs (across educational levels, e.g., BS/MS degree, pilot
certification, technician) or massive open online courses could be developed to improve
awareness.
The meeting reinforced the idea that a new IEA Wind Task for AWE should be proposed and
established four key international R&D topics for working groups to further refine:
•

Resource potential and markets. The AWE advantage in power generation is the ability
to reach better wind higher up, or to reach the same winds with less mass, and to vary
the operational altitude to target the best winds, which are not always at the highest
altitude. Because of this, defining a power curve requires care and the industry must
establish best practices and standards. One presenter raised the concern that if the
energy-harvesting characteristics of AWES are not differentiated from traditional wind
turbines, the sector cannot expect significant market penetration [15].

•

Reference models, tools, and metrics. There are several experimentally validated
toolsets within academia for the simulation and design of AWES, but there is a need for
more training and dissemination. Third-party (e.g., certification) entities will also need
validated and well-understood tools to evaluate AWE technology. Researchers have
defined a multi-megawatt (MW) rigid-wing ground-gen reference model, but there is no
established effort to develop a reference model for any other configuration.

•

Safety and regulation. Since AWE consists of flying components, reliability and safety
are critically important. The wide variety of AWE architectures (see Section III) means
that the safety concerns are also widely varied, but all have a need for new standards
and regulation.

•

Social acceptance. Because there are no commercial AWE units, the environmental and
societal impacts of AWE are known only to the extent that can be modeled or
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extrapolated from other technologies. This holds for both potentially detrimental (noise,
wildlife impact, visual signature) and potentially beneficial (mobility, lifecycle emissions,
flexibility in altitude and operation) aspects of the technology.

Proposed International Energy Agency Task

With the framework set by the TEM, the meeting organizers developed a task proposal [39]
with five work packages (WPs)—one for each R&D area described in the previous section, plus a
fifth added in January 2021, to be executed over the next three years, if approved by Wind TCP
leadership.
•

WP1: Resource potential and markets

•

WP2: Reference models, tools, and metrics

•

WP3: Safety and regulation

•

WP4: Social acceptance

•

WP5: AWES architectures (new since TEM)

The main goal of WP5 is to explore and document the complete design space of AWES
architectures and study how they compare in terms of applicability, performance, and impact.
The output will also include R&D needs and any found untapped design space.
The WPs described in this section follow logically from the conclusions of the EU 2018 report
[36] and the 2020 TEM [37]—namely, that AWE is an immature technology far from
convergence into a dominant architecture and would need rigorous RD&D including publicsector support to achieve its potential. Resource potential and markets (WP1) are inherently
country-specific topics that the United States may study, but the tools and techniques for
evaluating this can be improved and standardized through collaboration. Safety and regulation
(WP3) and social acceptance (WP4) are two key areas that have seen very little study outside of
company- and region-specific research.

2021 U.S. Airborne Wind Energy Workshop
Workshop Purpose

Held virtually in March 2021, the U.S. Airborne Wind Energy Workshop [6] was designed to
gather U.S. AWE stakeholders’ perspectives on the status and potential of AWES to contribute
significantly to the U.S. energy system. DOE sponsored the workshop as part of its response to
the Congressional AWE inquiry.

Structure and Execution

NREL hosted the two-day workshop, which included approximately 100 attendees from
industry, academia, National Laboratories, Non-Governmental Organizations, and stakeholders
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within the Federal Government. Three speakers and a panel discussion introduced attendees to
the state of global and U.S. AWE research and development, and then a series of breakout
sessions elicited feedback in five categories:
•

Resource potential and energy output.

•

Technical potential, social and environmental impacts, and permitting.

•

Techno-economic analysis and markets.

•

Technology assessment and upscaling.

•

Demonstration and commercialization needs.

Key Takeaways

The workshop proceedings [6], published separately, contain the full scope of the feedback
received. Select takeaways from the proceedings include:
•

Technical potential and techno-economic analysis is very sensitive to several
assumptions that have high uncertainty.

•

Discussions of higher-altitude wind resource must consider tether length and elevation
angle, which tend to negate the benefits of potentially faster winds at higher heights.

•

More data and modeling are needed on the wind resource above 200m.

•

Research is scarce regarding wildlife and community impacts.

•

The public has little knowledge or understanding of the functional and economic
attributes of AWE, which hinders investment and commercialization.

•

Public-sector support would not only assist AWE companies financially but would also
lend credibility to the nascent industry.

•

Depending on the technology archetype and targeted markets, the needs for technology
research and development differ considerably.

•

The creation and operational support of an experimental test center for AWE
technology research and development would accelerate industry progress.

•

There are potential benefits of AWE that have not been quantified, e.g., portability, low
material inputs, viewshed, co-use of existing grid interconnections.
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V.

U.S. Challenges and Opportunities

This section directly answers the requests from Congress regarding (A) “the potential for, and
technical viability of, AWES to provide a significant source of energy in the United States,” (B) a
summary of RD&D needs, and (C) a summary of commercialization needs. In each section, a
notional 10-year schedule of activities relevant to the discussion in that section is proposed.

Potential and Viability

Relationship to Traditional Wind

AWE accesses a resource that could provide a significant source of energy for the United States;
the technical resource potential of airborne wind, while uncertain, is likely similar in magnitude
to the traditional wind potential in the United States. NREL analysis along with AWE community
feedback [6] suggest a range of conceptual AWES with capacity densities from 0.44 MW/km2 to
19.6 MW/km2 based on tether length, rated power, and system architecture assumptions.
Analyses also empirically identify a range of 1–18 MW/km2 for installed U.S. wind farms,
showing that it is plausible to achieve significant variation in installed capacity density [7]. From
this range of capacity densities comes a similarly wide range of technical resource potential, but
both traditional wind and AWE have significant technical resource potential on the same order
as or larger than the total U.S. electricity generation capacity of 1.2 terawatts [43].
At many locations in the United States, there is an increase in average wind speed with altitude
up to ~300m, above which the wind speed profile becomes mostly flat up to 500m [7]. Any
discussion of reaching additional wind resource at significant heights must consider the effects
of increased tether length and elevation angle, which tend to reduce these gains [6]. In the
windiest locations, the higher altitude achieved by AWE is less important, therefore the value of
AWE may come from areas with low wind, high shear, or high terrain complexity.
Malz [44] performed one of the first complementarity studies3 for continental Europe and
found that “AWE is most valuable to the electricity system if installed at sites with low wind
speed within a region. At greater shares of the electricity system, even if AWES could
demonstrate lower costs compared to wind turbines, AWE would merely substitute for them
instead of increasing the total share of wind energy in the system.” The study used only one
AWE design concept (fly-gen) and focused specifically on onshore deployments in Europe, so
additional AWE concepts and the U.S. context (including offshore) could be studied for a more
complete perspective on this question.
In a different view of complementarity, the supply chains for traditional and airborne wind
energy will be largely independent; as such, the development of AWE technology could help
mitigate potential supply chain constraints in a scenario with rapid clean energy deployment.
Research to describe the degree to which airborne wind energy can generate electricity cost effectively where or
when traditional wind energy cannot.

3
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Viability for Distributed, Remote, and Disaster Applications

Many developers (in the United States and globally) are focused on relatively small AWES, rated
at 1–100 kilowatts (kW), for distributed, micro-grid, off-grid, or military customers. This is due
to (1) the global nature of the potential market, (2) the higher value of energy in that market,
(3) the need for low-cost design prototypes, many of which are destroyed during testing, and
(4) the cost and technology risk perceived by utility scale players that could favor larger designs.
The value of energy for military forward operating bases, for example, is high because soldiers
may be put in harm’s way to deliver the fuel for diesel generators [45]. Remote communities or
islands may not have reliable grid connections or may be reliant on imported diesel fuel. In
those cases, AWE can complement solar PV or other distributed energy resources in microgrid
applications. Assuming such communities have the capacity to manage the deployment and
maintenance of advanced technologies like AWE, these applications can provide critical energy
to communities and individuals that need it but may not have a large impact at grid scale. One
challenge for single-unit installations is that energy storage above and beyond a typical
microgrid may be needed to smooth out power fluctuations.

Viability for Land-Based Applications

The potential of AWE as a stand-alone utility resource on land is sensitive to a variety of
performance metrics, such as capacity factor, specific power e.g. kite MW/m2, and power
capacity density e.g., installed MW/km2. It is also sensitive to tether lengths and required safety
setbacks from the wind farm to civil infrastructure, which may vary depending on system
architecture, scale, regulation, and available on-board safety systems [7]. Because of these
sensitivities and the lack of any commercial platform on which to baseline analysis, the
technical potential of AWE (which accounts for social, environmental, and regulatory spatial
considerations and technology performance) is highly uncertain. Based on NREL’s analysis of
characteristics that may lead to a cost-competitive AWE system in 2030 [7], a successful landbased AWE product would have traits specific to the areas in which it is deployed. If land for
development is scarce, the focus would be on achieving high-capacity densities above 10
MW/km2. If land is plentiful, AWE could target high-capacity factors and lower capital
expenditures to be competitive. This approach is not unique to AWE; traditional wind similarly
tailors products for specific markets, such as larger rotors or taller towers in areas with lower
wind speeds [46].

Viability for Hybrid Power Plants or Repowering

Electricity-producing facilities can potentially benefit from co-locating airborne wind within the
footprint of existing or new development. Wake losses of AWE technology are believed to be
low [47], so they could potentially be deployed within the footprint of existing wind farms to
increase capacity factor. In older wind farms with smaller turbines, AWES could potentially fly
entirely above the existing structures or be part of a repowering solution for older turbines at
the end of their design life. Similarly, the shadow of a kite at relatively high altitude is believed
to be minimal and the foundation infrastructure much smaller than traditional wind, so AWE
could also be deployed within utility-scale solar plants to complement the diurnal nature of
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their resource. It is important to note that these applications are hypothetical, have not been
demonstrated, and may introduce new challenges (e.g., difficult flying in the wake of a
traditional wind turbine, property risks from overflying a solar installation, and the dense
spacing of older wind farms), but they could perhaps help plant owners and grid operators
make the most of existing infrastructure.

Viability for Offshore Applications

The theoretical AWE attributes of low wake losses, smaller and cheaper support structures, and
the ability to install and maintain them without needing expensive large service vessels make a
compelling case for further technology research and development in offshore applications.
Approximately 58 percent of the U.S. offshore wind resource is in water deeper than 60m and
will require floating platforms to access using conventional wind turbines [48]. The floating
platform is the largest CapEx component of LCOE for floating wind [49]; therefore, AWE may
have an advantage in deeper waters if they are able to operate from significantly smaller
platforms or with lower mooring requirements. However, these beneficial attributes have yet
to be demonstrated—onshore or offshore. The smaller scale (in MW per unit) predicted for
initial offshore AWE installations may force more units to be installed in an area to generate the
same rated capacity. This could cause greater conflict with other ocean users and stakeholders.
In the United States, where offshore projects are planned with relatively constant spacing
between turbines (~1 nautical mile grid) [50] to allow for navigation and co-use, it may be
challenging for AWE to achieve the same capacity densities as traditional wind [7]. The
contribution of AWE in the offshore space will be sensitive to the scaling potential of AWE
concepts to higher capacity per platform, through unit scale or multiple kites, and to the ability
of the industry to demonstrate reliability over thousands of launch/generate/land sequences.

Activities to Further Quantify Potential and Viability

Initial techno-economic analysis for the U.S. market [7] has focused on onshore deployment
and found that the results are sensitive to a variety of uncertain inputs including setbacks,
tether length, system performance, operational expenses, and achievable AWE array capacity
density. The uncertainty can be traced partly to the fact that there are no megawatt-scale
products or commercial deployments on which to base the analysis, and partly to the wide
range of AWE designs, performance, operational strategies, and cost projections found in
literature and shared at the recent U.S. airborne wind workshop. As more data become
available and tools for modeling system cost and performance evolve, this analysis could be
extended and periodically revisited with an eye toward national and regional cost and feasibility
studies to evaluate key cost drivers, market potential (including offshore), and operational
strategies of AWES.
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Wind energy developers and researchers have spent considerable sums to characterize the
planetary boundary layer up to the tip heights of existing wind turbines (~200m), and there is
still great uncertainty in the dynamics of the shears, veers, and turbulence at those elevations.
AWES may fly much higher (primarily 200–800m) and quality field data in that range are even
more scarce. Developers and policymakers need accurate wind resource data to make design
and investment decisions, suggesting a need for multiple long-term measurement campaigns,
including at least one located offshore, and refinement of mesoscale modeling techniques to
better enable extrapolation to other locations. Existing wind resource datasets that end at
200m could be updated with results extracted as high as 1km to inform techno-economic
modeling, support preliminary siting, and encourage developer interest.
To track the development of the technology and further refine our estimates of the available
resource and technical potential, several activities are highlighted in Table 2. Research,
development, deployment (RD&D) and commercialization activities can continue in parallel and
are discussed in sections that follow.
Table 2. Activities to Establish the Potential and Viability of Airborne Wind
Potential and Viability
Research Question

Activity Description

How good is the domestic wind
resource above 200m?

Investigate alternative winds aloft data
sources leveraging various federal agency
activities (NWS, FAA, NASA)

Notional 10 Year Timeline
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10

Targeted resource measurement field
campaigns onshore & offshore, 200–1000m
Update and validate wind resource models
up to 1km altitude, refine as measurement
campaign informs validation
What are the costs and
opportunities of AWE?

Develop and publish technology baselines,
reference scenarios, LCOE projections, and
cost breakdown (e.g. CapEx, OpEx) estimates
Techno-economic assessment combining
technology performance with wind resource
to determine where & when AWE is
competitive. Update periodically
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Research, Development, & Demonstration
System Design and Analysis Tools

Open-source simulation tools, in combination with well-documented reference models, have
been valuable tools for technology advancement in many applications, including wind energy.
These resources do not exist for AWE. Their absence hinders the ability to conduct accurate
technical assessments of various AWES, as well as the ability to capture fundamental
knowledge gained by the industry over time. Several toolsets are available ( [51], [52], [53]), but
are all in some way either concept-specific, or are otherwise lacking the simulation capabilities
or validation needed to properly evaluate the performance and aeroelastic loading of various
AWES concepts. At a lower fidelity, a steady state model of AWES, along with concept-agnostic,
first-order sizing, performance, and cost models (such as those proposed by Trevisi et. al. [54]),
could be developed and enhanced. This would allow industry to further explore the AWE design
space, evaluate new AWE concepts, and optimize power plants that utilize a mix of AWE and
other generation or storage assets.
Wake losses are typically assumed to be small for AWE and early modeling tends to agree [47],
but this could be confirmed with rigorous assessments that require either measurements at the
farm scale, or high-fidelity simulation of at least two AWES interacting in operation. Quantifying
the potential wake losses would reduce the performance risk of siting airborne systems too
close, or of assuming that such a close spacing is feasible when determining the technical
potential of the wind resource. Many researchers and stakeholders ( [6], [37], [55]) have
expressed interest in or performed some initial scaling research, exploring how well various
system architectures scale, and what might that suggest about when, where, and how they will
be deployed. Appropriately, this is being studied by the new IEA Wind Task [39] and could be
studied by U.S. participants.

Reference Designs and Performance Metrics

Some generic AWE designs have been proposed (e.g., a small ground-gen model with 3m2 wing
[44] and a multi-MW, 150m2 ground-gen model [56]), however more detailed concepts,
reference controllers, or designs of a different architecture may become necessary for
simulation tool benchmarking and collaboration among industry partners. Similarly, AWE needs
a common set of metrics and language when discussing TRL and the performance of potential
products. ECORYS [36] and Weber et al., [57] have proposed example language, and the IEA
Wind Task [39] has proposed WP2: Reference models, tools, and metrics to support this
industry need.

Grid Compliance/Integration and Control

Airborne wind energy systems have different generation characteristics than traditional wind
turbines. For example, single-kite fly-gen systems have a cyclic power output due to wind shear
and gravity effects (Figure 5, left) and most ground-gen concepts consume power for a short
time during what’s called a pumping cycle (Figure 5, right), although designs have been
proposed to avoid this [58] and it can be mitigated at low cost using wind farm controls [44].
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It is worth studying the available types of energy storage and intelligent controls (including
machine learning and artificial intelligence methods) that will add the most value by pairing
them with airborne wind.

Figure 5. AWE power generation profiles, fly-gen (left) and ground-gen with a pumping cycle
(right) from Fig 4.1 in Malz 2020 [44]
Several sets of industry standards define the expected functional performance for bulk power
system or distribution-connected generation resources. Although not all standards, such as IEEE
1547 and IEEE P2800, are universally mandatory as of today, it is still important to design the
standard-compliant controls to streamline the future interconnection process.
One important step in the utility interconnection process is the impact study, in which system
reliability is evaluated to make sure the interconnecting generator will bring “no harm” to the
surrounding grid. Establishing standard airborne wind models will not only ease the model
preparation for interconnection, but the models can be used for long-term planning, real-time
control, and future research needs for airborne wind grid integration.
Grid analytics on all time scales, from operations and dispatch to long term planning, would
need to be updated to best incorporate the benefits of airborne wind. Powered by those tools,
grid adequacy and operating reliability could be evaluated. The results will inform mid- to longterm technology needs to integrate airborne wind into the grid.

Physics of Alternative Wing Structures

Compliant structures like power kites are new to wind energy but are studied extensively in
other contexts (kite sports, sailing, and military air drop [59]). TU Delft [60] and Toyota
Research Institute [61] are actively pursuing this topic in the AWE space and have found that
the in-flight deformation of fabric kites significantly impacts their aerodynamic performance.
Testing and modeling these soft (or semi-rigid, or segmented) structures with high-fidelity fluidstructure interaction computational tools can lead to new physical insight and more accurate
engineering models and allow improved design of high-performance and durable soft kites.
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Since the market has not yet converged around a specific wing architecture, it is not clear that
this would be a high-impact activity in the short term, but high-fidelity modeling would play an
important role in the development of soft kites. Model validation would require installation of a
soft kite prototype with sufficient instrumentation to obtain a series of measurements
capturing its motion, deformation, and performance in flight.

Material Inputs

Many companies use commercially available ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene rope,
such as DyneemaTM, for tethers, which is quite strong and light, and floats in water. Fly-gen
companies, however, need conducting tethers to transmit power to ground, and these tend to
be custom-made. Tether replacement is an expected operations and maintenance (O&M) cost
(potentially annually) for ground-gen systems that repeatedly reel a tether on and off a drum,
whereas it is less common for fly-gen systems. Given the significance of O&M costs for groundgen systems, a common R&D facility, test methods, and tether qualification may provide value
to the overall industry as a broader supply chain develops around tethers and tether
connectors.
More broadly, the requirements for constructing and deploying AWES could be examined for
the use of critical materials, supply chain constraints, key impediments to scaling and
manufacturability, and fundamental physical limitations of known inputs (e.g., highperformance fabric). This analysis could be shared broadly with industry and would inform
future technology or materials development efforts.

System Reliability and Performance

To deploy their technology with affordable debt financing like traditional wind energy
technology, AWE developers need to demonstrate long-term autonomous operation and
failsafe controls (tether failure, icing, rain, hail), among other things. Accelerator programs and
“fly-off” competitions at a shared test site could encourage new industry participants and push
existing players toward these goals. Prizes could be awarded for power performance and
reliability metrics. Fostering discussion and partnerships between AWE entrepreneurs and
established wind energy developers could push AWE technology significantly closer to
commercialization.

R&D Facilities

An airborne wind test site is needed to accurately characterize the performance of AWES and
allow entrepreneurs to prove the reliability of their systems. A test site can also act as a catalyst
for informal collaboration and knowledge sharing [36] and help connect National Laboratories
to industry. Instrumentation needs at such a site include the capability to measure wind speeds
and other environmental conditions up to 1km above ground level, along with other sensors
and infrastructure to characterize the motion, performance, and loads on the test vehicle.
Avian radar or other wildlife detection capabilities can enable rigorous wildlife impact
assessments. These R&D facilities can evolve over time to support critical subsystem R&D (e.g.,
tether dynamics and loads, kite structural testing, or material environmental degradation), as
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well as operational testing for arrays of kites to demonstrate wind farm controls, kite wake
effects, and energy production at scale.

Industry R&D

Many U.S. AWE players are small businesses or entrepreneurs and may be undercapitalized to
execute internal R&D projects that would improve the performance or reliability of their
products. In addition to R&D funding for these internal priorities, some groups may benefit
from access to expert design reviews, test facilities, and certification assistance from the
National Laboratories. NREL’s Competitiveness Improvement Project [62] has helped meet the
R&D needs of the distributed wind industry since 2013 and it (or a similarly framed program)
could play an expanded role in AWE as well.
The activities highlighted in Table 3 would help better evaluate the system architecture
tradeoffs, develop improved physical understanding of AWES operation, and assist the nascent
U.S. AWE market in improving the performance, reliability, and scalability of the technology.
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Technology RD&D
Research Question

Activity Description

How do we evaluate AWE within
the energy landscape?

Low-order AWE cost and scaling models and
integrated system analysis,
reference models and controllers

Notional 10 Year Timeline
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10

Structural and aeroelastic modeling of AWE
systems for controls, performance, and loads
optimization in turbulence
High-fidelity modeling for turbulent inflow,
aerodynamics, loads, wakes, and AWE
physics understanding; in later years, soft
kite modeling
How do we best integrate AWE
Grid impact studies stakeholder engagement
systems with the grid?
Pilot-scale demonstration of AWE
integration with micro/mini-grid including
storage
Establish standard AWE models for grid
integration
Full-scale demonstration of hybrid
(AWE+storage) system
Are there any potential
roadblocks on the AWE
developmental path?

Critical material inputs, critical
component/subsystem capability, supply
chain survey, airspace & groundspace use
and restrictions

Establish, equip, and staff a permitted flight
How reliable are AWE systems?
test site and support facility for AWE power
How reliable can they be?
production and reliability testing
Enhance test facilities for subcomponents as
needs evolve - tether fatigue, kite loads,
hybrids, grid integration, multi-kite array,
etc.
Fly-off with prizes for reliability and
performance
(100kW–200kW scale)
Fly-off with prizes for reliability and
performance
(300kW–1MW scale)
How to support industry R&D
and engagement with national
laboratories?

Competitive program to fund technology
development from TRL 1-6, national lab
support available with these awards
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Commercialization

Standards and Certification

The traditional wind turbine industry has benefited from an international standards and
certification process that established the performance requirements and operational load cases
that the system must survive. These agreed-to criteria lifted an industry from a collection of
designs with widely variable reliability, to an industry with predictable performance and everincreasing reliability. Normal operational conditions of atmospheric shear, veer, and turbulence
as a function of elevation could be defined. The most critical need is for a set of atmospheric
events that every system must prove it can survive and under which every system must be able
to retrieve their kite and bring it safely to stow. Standards for power performance
measurement are also critical given that the systems operate at variable altitude. Developing
standards or recommended practice for acoustic testing would minimize risk prior to large-scale
deployment or deployment near occupied residences. In the near- to medium-term, the United
States could support appropriate international efforts for certification of AWES working with
the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) e.g., IEA WP3: Safety and regulation [39].

Safety and Regulation

Many unanswered and understudied questions for AWE relate to safe land and airspace use in
and around the AWE installation. Under what conditions may an AWE system overfly a
highway? What is the minimum setback distance of residences or infrastructure from an AWE
system and how does that depend on the level of redundancy or architecture of the system?
What markings or lighting are required to ensure visibility? A 2018 review by Salma et. al. [63]
concluded that “the regulation framework for AWE systems is not yet mature,” and that the
framework would likely be shaped by early movers in the industry. Like with certification, safety
is a global need and U.S. constituents could both contribute to and leverage appropriate
international efforts. There are U.S.-specific regulatory questions which will require
engagement from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) (e.g. [64]) and others4 to help
answer, and through that engagement the United States may support the proposed IEA TCP
Wind Task for Airborne Wind, specifically WP3: Safety and regulation [39].

Social Acceptance (Noise/Visual)

Soft kites tend to fly slower than traditional wind turbine blades so are likely quieter. Rigid kites
with fly-gen will likely be louder than traditional turbines due to the high speeds of the kite’s
propeller tips. AWE acoustic emissions can be modeled, measured, and considered in
deployment scenarios. Proponents suggest that the shadow flicker (the shadow of the kite
passing over people and structures on the ground) is much lower with airborne wind than

Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE), International
Civil Aviation Organization, Joint Authorities for Rulemaking on Unmanned Systems, and Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA)

4
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traditional wind. Once visual impact has been quantified, analysis can explore the potential
opportunities and economics of wind energy systems that are able to land and effectively
disappear from the viewshed.

Environmental Impacts

It is generally accepted that traditional wind turbines do not have population-level impacts on
migratory birds due to low altitude, but AWE technology has a different visual signature and
flight path so the impact warrants study. Some limited research in this area has been done by
AWE developers at their test sites (e.g., KiteMill [65] and Makani [66]), but the most complete
work, by Bruinzeel, et al., [67] used a probabilistic approach with data from aircraft as an analog
for the kite and power lines as an analog for the tether. They estimate that bird fatalities of an
average rigid airborne wind system would be comparable to the average wind turbine, but gave
a wide range of possible values and did not distinguish between AWE architectures. Other wellstudied analogs could be used, such as guy wires on communication towers [68]. Soft kites may
have an advantage as they tend to fly slower and may deform to cushion any impact, but the
tether would be no less dangerous.
U.S. research could start with similar but broader first-order analysis to better understand the
challenge and help define the needed field campaigns. Pre-construction wildlife surveys could
be completed on any new AWE installation, but beginning monitoring before there is an AWE
with reliable operation is unnecessary, which puts fieldwork several years in the future. Given
the potentially large areas swept by a long tether, technology development may be needed as
part of the monitoring solution e.g., fiber-optic monitoring, kite- or ground-station- mounted
sensing, or thermal imaging for falling carcasses. When a pre-commercial or prototype site is
operating continuously, wildlife interactions can be observed to validate impact and fatality
estimates. As needed, researchers and industry can develop techniques or technology to
minimize collisions with wildlife, e.g., adjusting flight altitude or flight path to avoid songbirds
or landing during significant wildlife activity.
The IEA airborne wind task proposal includes WP4: Social Acceptance [39], which studies these
topics and more, and can be supported by U.S. efforts.

Radar Interference

AWES, like traditional wind turbines, will have to address concerns about radar interference.
However, if curtailed due to radar, AWES may have to land—potentially increasing the financial
loss for the operator associated with curtailment. Existing processes for assessing wind turbine
radar interference are applicable to AWE and are likely to be sufficient in driving stakeholder
awareness and determining the radar impact of various AWE architectures (soft, rigid fly-gen,
and rigid ground-gen) on a relative basis. If radar is more sensitive to AWE systems, then followon R&D work could consider ways to minimize the interference.
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Workforce Development

To address workforce development in undergraduate programs, the existing and successful
Collegiate Wind Competition could be a model for an AWE collegiate competition – one that
would make use of simulation tools or test facilities proposed elsewhere. At the post-graduate
level, creating one or more centers of excellence at U.S. universities, where a cohort of masters
or doctoral students work on different aspects of the airborne wind challenge, could quickly
advance the state of the art in the United States, and provide a supply of talented researchers
to industry and the national laboratory system. For installation and O&M, the skillsets of the
existing (and growing) wind turbine technician workforce somewhat overlap with the skill
requirements for AWE, but the ability to perform maintenance at ground level means the jobs
are safer and less physically taxing. A workforce-related benefit is that the O&M needs of
airborne wind may be substantially higher than traditional wind, potentially increasing the
number of permanent local jobs. To the extent that additional skillsets are needed (e.g., power
electronics, drones), the growing workforce of electric vehicle maintainers and the popularity of
maker spaces and drones may help increase the number of qualified candidates. If the industry
begins serial production and operation of high-throughput facilities, these assumptions could
be revisited, and the development of technical school or community college curricula may be
considered.

Policy Levers

Conventional wind energy in the United States has benefited immensely from the Production
Tax Credit. However, AWE is a very different technology, has a much lower TRL and higher cost
basis, and it is appropriate to treat it separately from conventional wind energy for the
purposes of policy support. It is worth careful study as to which policy or financial incentives are
most appropriate for an energy technology that has not yet achieved convergence around a
specific architecture. Would such incentives be helpful or hurtful at this stage? At what stage
could they be introduced for cost-effective results?
To help AWE to address the commercialization needs above over a ten-year time frame, a
series of activities is summarized in Table 4.
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Commercialization
Research Question
How can we standardize the
terminology, design, testing, and
certification to enhance
bankability and insurability?
What are standard safety
practices that should be
followed for siting and
operation of AWE?

Activity Description

Notional 10 Year Timeline
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10

Support international AWE standards
development with U.S. industry, IEC, etc.
U.S. stakeholder engagement:
OSHA / BSEE / FAA / industry
feed into IEA Task WP3

Modeling and experimental campaigns
What are the human impacts of
(acoustics, flicker, lighting, visual impact, IEA
significant AWE development?
Task WP4)
What is the impact of AWE on
birds, bats and other wildlife?

Literature survey and analysis to bound the
problem with various AWE architectures,
plan monitoring campaign for test site
Field monitoring campaign at test site and
early pre-commercial site once continuous
operation is achieved
Develop technologies to measure and
mitigate wildlife impacts as needed

What are the effects of AWE on
radar stakeholders?

Extend interagency Wind Turbine-Radar
Interference Mitigation Working Group to
include AWE
Determine relative impact of AWE concepts
on radar and develop mitigation measures,
as needed, to reduce interference

How can we train U.S. workers Center of Excellence for AWE, supporting MS
for jobs created in this sector?
and PhD's
New AWE
Collegiate Wind Competition
Develop additional AWE-specific curricula
for technical schools and community
colleges
What kinds of policy and
financial incentives are
appropriate for AWE?

Study historical impact of policy levers on
energy technologies similar to AWE,
recommend policy for out-years
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VI.

Conclusion

Fully answering the question posed by Congress regarding the viability of airborne wind to
provide a significant source of energy in the United States requires some consideration of how
quickly AWE might contribute as a source of energy. For airborne wind, a nascent, unproven
technology, to achieve significant commercial success by 2035 would require a rapid expansion
of R&D activities and an acceleration of commercialization that is unprecedented in energy
production technology. For a sense of scale, Federal support of wind energy research dates
back over four decades, the wind production tax credit almost three decades, and it has taken
nearly that long for wind to become commercially competitive across much of the country.
AWE becoming a significant source of energy by 2050 is possible, but the uncertainty in
estimating technology cost declines (for AWE and other clean technologies) and the evolution
of the U.S. power sector size and requirements means that projection is much more difficult to
make with confidence.
The U.S. Department of Energy works closely with the Office of Management and Budget to
provide annual budget requests to Congress for Departmental activities. For reference, in fiscal
years 2020 and 2021, the Wind Energy Technologies Office was allocated $104M and $110M
respectively. Federal entities have supported the development of AWE technology with
approximately $13M direct investment since 2009. There has also been $11.9M of investment
in kite-like devices for underwater energy harvesting. However, no Federal office holds a
strategic overview of these investments and how they interrelate, and there is no
corresponding research program within the national lab complex that could serve as the
foundation of a growing airborne wind industry.
One can find lessons in the development of Makani’s AWE technology (see [66] and [69],
discussed more fully in the Appendix). With an infusion of funding from Google, Makani scaled
up quickly from a 20kw to a 600kw prototype, which locked capital in tooling, embedded
additional cost into every airframe and every flight test, and led the team to focus for a decade
on one concept that they ultimately concluded did not have a path to commercialization.
Future research can mitigate risk by initially considering multiple, low-TRL concepts, at relevant
but small scales, and by insisting that well-understood performance and reliability targets be
met at that TRL level before supporting larger (costlier) scale prototypes or pilots.
Prior R&D can also provide insight. Wiser and Millstein [70] recently estimated that the U.S.
Wind Energy R&D program generated an 18-to-1 benefit-to-cost ratio from $1.7B of investment
across 1976–2017. This implies that even if a clean energy technology has some risk of failure,
the expected value of R&D may be positive because of the significant long-term societal
benefits of successful commercialization.
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Based on insights gained from literature, NREL analysis, domestic and global outreach through
the U.S. AWE workshop, numerous industry interviews, and an overall assessment, the
following conclusions are drawn regarding the potential for, and technical viability of, airborne
wind energy systems to provide a significant source of energy in the United States:
•

The technical resource potential of wind energy available to AWE systems is uncertain,
but likely similar in magnitude to that available to traditional wind energy systems. The
extent to which AWE represents an additional wind energy resource is not clear, and it
will depend on the energy harvesting characteristics of commercial designs. Even if
there is no additionality, the resource (along with that of traditional wind energy)
remains significant compared to national electricity use.

•

If AWE could be captured economically, it could provide a significant source of energy.
In general, however, AWE remains an immature and unproven technology that requires
significant further development before it could be deployed at meaningful scales at the
national level.

•

AWE technologies are fundamentally new. They are different from traditional wind
turbines in their design, manufacture, supply chain, logistics, installation, operations,
and maintenance. Challenges and opportunities arise from these differences and are not
within the scope of traditional wind energy research and development (R&D).

•

AWE system designs to date are diverse and largely experimental. There is little
convergence, so far, as to a preferred technology or approach, and no megawatt-scale
AWE systems have been commercially deployed. Several AWE designs under
development show promise. The overall design space has not yet been fully explored.

•

Like high-performance aircraft, AWES can be technically complex and must sustain flight
through demanding atmospheric conditions. However, AWES also must operate
autonomously and are tethered to the ground, presenting additional challenges.

•

Federal programs have intermittently supported U.S. AWE R&D in the past (~$13M since
2009). However, AWE is actively supported by research programs in the European Union
(EU) (~$58M since 2008), where most AWE advancements occur.

With these factors in mind, the report’s authors identified research, development,
demonstration, and commercialization (RDD&C) activities needed to advance and validate the
technical and economic viability of airborne wind energy systems. These plans span a notional
10-year period and, if pursued, could occur within a phased-gate approach that communicates
expectations for progress at each stage-gate, before commencing the next stage of investment.
A conceptual RDD&C plan could include the following elements and activities:
•

Characterize the quantity, quality, and complementary nature of the wind resource
above traditional wind turbines, higher than 200 meters (m).
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•

Carry out national and regional cost and feasibility studies to evaluate key cost drivers,
market potential (including offshore), and economic benefits of AWE technology.

•

Broaden and deepen the physical understanding of various AWE concepts through
modeling and simulation with a focus on power density, robust controls, and scaling
potential.

•

Establish test facilities and research capacities to enable AWES developers to prove
system and sub-system reliability and performance, and to study grid/micro-grid
integration.

•

Encourage industry R&D, including with cooperative research and development
agreements or other mechanisms that enable access to research and engineering talent
at the National Laboratories.

•

Participate in standards-setting organizations and contribute to the establishment of
international standards for AWE design, testing, and certification.

•

Assess the social acceptance and environmental implications of AWE technology.
Explore and, to the extent possible, quantify the environmental and human impacts of
AWE.

•

Attract and develop a pool of talent for the AWE industry through research fellowships,
centers of excellence, prize competitions, and other training mechanisms.

•

Explore options for cost-effective policies and technical assistance mechanisms for the
development and commercialization of AWE technology.

The above elements and activities are integral parts of a whole concept. All are important, but
their relative priority and timing over a 10-year period would be determined by the desired
commercial timeline, availability of funding from various sources, and the targeted AWE
market.
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Appendix – Makani Closure
The closure of Makani Windpower [71] made headlines in the airborne wind energy sector in
2020. With the substantial financial backing of Alphabet and Shell, top technical talent, and the
highest power flying AWE system in the world, Makani was viewed as a global leader and their
closure took many by surprise. Given their stature in the industry, a few words are warranted in
this report on the company’s story.

Makani Background

Makani was founded in 2006 by entrepreneurs and kite surfers Saul Griffith, Corwin Hardham,
and Don Montague, and quickly attracted funding from both Google and ARPA-E ($5.6M, OPEN
2009). Makani used soft kites but for the first few years, but had committed to rigid kites with
fly-gen by 2010 [69]. With ARPA-E funding, they built what they called “Wing 7,” a 20kw fly-gen
demonstrator. By the end of their performance period with ARPA-E, they had successfully
demonstrated “all modes flight” with Wing 7, which means that the wing autonomously
launched, flew away from the ground station, transitioned into crosswind flight, flew crosswind
(where power is generated), transitioned out of crosswind flight, flew back to the ground
station, and landed [69].
The company was acquired by Google X in 2013, and designed a built a new kite, scaled 30
times from 20kw to 600kw, known as the M600. After several years of testing the new design at
China Lake, California, the team moved to a new test site in Hawaii with a new ground station
and began repeatedly flying “all modes” in a series of 10 test flights. Royal Dutch Shell provided
financial support and offshore expertise for seven months leading up to Makani’s wellpublicized offshore demonstration flight in August 2019. Their M600 kite launched from a
floating spar buoy in Norway, flew autonomously in crosswind, and established several world
firsts, but the flight ended with the loss of the kite during landing. The team returned to Hawaii
to continue testing an earlier M600 airframe through December of 2019 [69].
In February 2020, Makani announced it was leaving X (now an Alphabet company) and, unable
to secure external funding, shut down that September [72]. Makani’s CEO, Fort Felker, put it
this way:
"Creating an entirely new kind of wind energy technology means facing
business challenges as well as engineering challenges. Despite strong
technical progress, the road to commercialization is longer and riskier than
hoped, so from today Makani’s time at Alphabet is coming to an end. "
As the company was winding down, members of the team could share the products of their
many years of work. They released internal reports, presentations, flight logs and videos,
simulation software, and sizing tools, and wrote a number of explanatory reports to help others
learn what they had learned [66].
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Contributing Factors

Using publicly available information, one can point to several possible contributing factors to
Makani’s closure in 2020. How these rank in significance or if other factors may have played a
role, are not known.
•

Power performance – Makani’s largest kite, the M600, produced less power than
expected in flight testing [66]. The primary contributors to the underperformance
were (1) the worse-than-expected aerodynamic performance of the wing/tether
system, and (2) the inability of the kite to fly circles as small as desired. Makani’s
design and simulation tools evolved to predict the underperformance and from
those learnings they designed a follow-on kite, MX-2, that was believed to fix the
shortcomings. However, this kite was never built.

•

Eroded cost advantage – In November 2017, the LCOE of land-based wind energy
had fallen by approximately 50% [73] from the time of the original ARPA-E award in
2009. Makani made the decision to fly the M600 from a floating buoy, and the
company pivoted toward a business opportunity in floating offshore wind. Floating
offshore wind’s cost profile is a match for AWE—the most significant component of
floating wind CapEx is the platform and substructure [49], and one of the core
advantages of AWE is the potential for smaller and cheaper support structures. This
pivot may have reduced the team’s ability to focus on improving the performance of
the kite as they took on the added challenge of flying from a floating buoy offshore.

•

Locked into rigid wing, fly-gen architecture – Makani moved away from their original
soft kite concepts in 2009. Rapidly scaling the team and prototype size before fully
understanding the smaller kite’s performance sensitivities may have locked in
substantial tooling, development, and staffing costs, reducing the incentive to
explore the overall design space.

•

Funding pressure – funding from Alphabet and Shell had rapid renewal cycles, and
continued funding was contingent on achieving technical milestones [66]. This
caused the team to take large leaps in scale (20kw to 600kw) and operating
environment (onshore to offshore), sometimes without sufficient time or funding to
retire risks. For the most part, this strategy paid off by pushing them to the forefront
of the industry, but it also contributed to several crashes, including during the 2019
offshore demonstration [66]. Sundar Pichai became CEO of Alphabet in 2015, and
the sunset of Makani was one of his first big moves after Google founders stepped
away. Sundar may have been reacting to investor pressure to shore up the finances
of the “Other Bets” business, which had poor financial performance in 2019, and of
which Makani was a part [71]. However, the details of Alphabet’s and Shell’s
decision are not public.
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Lessons Learned

Makani spent over a decade and many millions of dollars developing the fly-gen AWE concept,
and the team arguably knew more than anyone else in the world about the strengths and
shortcomings of that concept. The fact that they shared the hard-won lessons they learned
means those years were not wasted and highlights the fact that their closure was connected to
the Makani-specific AWE architecture, strategic decisions, and funding pressure. While Makani
provides a cautionary story, this should not necessarily prevent further exploration of AWE
concepts in general.
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